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 18 Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry

 22 New openings Salons and spas across the country

 24 Main interview Lynndy Rolfe has bagged prestigious titles such as, 
British Master Barber 2015 and Men’s Stylist of the Year 2016 at Freelance 
Hairdresser’s Association (FHA). A style prodigy with an unwavering passion 
towards her craft, Rolfe wears many hats  

 28 In first person Meet Sanchita Arora, the young and dynamic MATRIX India 
Design Artist. She shares with us her inspiration, reasons for Hair Strobing 
being so popular, and what she would like to see changed in the salon 
industry of India

 30 Role model Owner of Frizz Da Salon and Academy in Chennai, Menaka 
Ramkumar is a passionate and determined individual with an undying love for 
hair dressing. She has recently added ‘Da Extensionzz’ to her portfolio and 
is busy managing it all single-handedly and with great verve. She shares her 
journey, views on the salon industry in India, and more

 38-52 In focus It is that season of the year when year-end parties and glamorous 
weddings are dotting the city scape. It is also a time, when fashion-conscious 
men and women, both, are looking out for hair styles and make-up tricks that 
will take their oomph appeal a notch above. Not to ever disappoint, here are 
the recommendations from some of the  nest artists in the country 

 59 Beauty Rebecca Restrepo in 2012 was named Elizabeth Arden’s Global 
Makeup Artist. With us, she shares her skills and learnings and the difference 
she wants to make to women; pollution affects our skin and hair tremendously, 
so Shahnaz Husain suggests remedies to protect our skin and hair; Bharti 
Taneja recommends  ve facials to go for in the winter season; product 
launches in make-up and skin care

 68 Influencer Chennai-based fashion designer, Ritika Arya Jain, breathes 
freshness into her collection by combining vibrant colours with feminine 
silhouettes. Jain talks about the collaboration of hair and make-up with fashion

 71-76 Spa focus Nestled within impeccably landscaped gardens, adjacent to the 
IT hub of Chandigarh, Rejuve The Spa at The Lalit is cut off from the hustle 
and bustle of the hotel; Dolly Taldar, Spa Head of Sohum Spa at Ramada 
Resorts and Spa, Udaipur, shares the challenges and opportunities inherent to 
the wellness industry; spa packages

 78 Celeb style Shraddha Kapoor, the young star of Bollywood, shares her 
grooming and fashion secrets

 79 Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes

 82 Events The social calendar: what is happening when and where

 84 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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